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Methods of Behavior Coding of Survey Interviews

Yfke P. Ongena1,2 and Wil Dijkstra3,4

Comparing 48 different coding schemes, we attempt to give an exhaustive overview of all
methods of behavior coding of survey interviews. Coding can take place at the level of the
utterance, of the exchange or of the whole question–answer sequence. If the sequence is used
as a coding unit, the complexity of the coding scheme will be low but so will the amount of
information in the data. If the utterance is used as a coding unit, it is possible to apply full
coding (i.e., all utterances are coded) or selective coding (only relevant utterances are coded).
Full coding of utterances with preservation of sequence information is by far the most labor-
intensive but also the most informative, as a lot of information can be derived from sequence
analyses. In that case it is advisable to use a multivariate coding scheme. More simple coding
schemes are advised when frequency analyses are applied.

Key words: Survey interviewing; question–answer sequence; interviewer monitoring;
pre-testing methods; interaction analysis.

1. Introduction

The importance of studying the interviewing process has gained more and more

recognition over the past 30 years. Cannell, Fowler, and Marquis (1968) concluded that

within the interview itself, particularly in the behavior of the participants, we can find the

most important causes of good and poor survey responses. Although the first studies were

primarily directed towards the behavior of the interviewer in order to detect bad

interviewer performance, it soon became apparent that the behavior of the respondent is

equally important in understanding the question-answer process. The relation between

validity of responses and the occurrence of problematic behaviors in interviews has been

demonstrated in several studies (e.g., Belli and Lepkowksi 1996; Dijkstra and Ongena

2002; Dykema, Lepkowski, and Blixt 1997).

A twofold answer to the question “Why study interaction in survey interviews?” was

provided by Van der Zouwen (2002). His first answer refers to the revealing of (either

positive or negative) effects of the interaction itself on the responses obtained, i.e., using

the method as a diagnostic instrument. The second answer refers to the revealing of
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difficulties that interviewers and respondents themselves have in questioning and

answering, i.e., using the method as a problem-solving instrument.

Behavior coding comprises a systematic coding of interviewer and/or respondent

behaviors in survey interviews. The process of questioning and answering in the survey

interview that it studies, takes place in so-called question-answer sequences (Q-A

sequences), which comprise all utterances of interviewer and respondent that belong to a

survey question.

Both the interviewer and the respondent can cause deviations from the so-called

“paradigmatic” sequences. Schaeffer and Maynard (1996) introduced this term to indicate

sequences that are perfect from a survey researcher’s point of view. During a paradigmatic

sequence (or “straightforward sequence,” Sykes and Morton-Williams 1987) the

interviewer poses the question as scripted, the respondent gives an adequately formatted

answer that is assumed to be appropriate, and the interviewer may neutrally acknowledge

this answer.

In a broad sense, behavior coding is intended to discover departures from the

paradigmatic sequence, and to discover how these departures relate to data quality on

the one hand, and characteristics of interviewer, respondent, or questionnaire design on the

other. Paradigmatic sequences usually make up the largest part of Q-A sequences in an

interview, but may vary from for example 35% to 95% of the Q-A sequences for different

questions within the same survey (Van der Zouwen and Dijkstra 1998).

In 1968, Cannell, Fowler, and Marquis devised the first, fairly simple scheme to code

behavior in the standardized survey interview. Next coding schemes generally became

more and more sophisticated as well as more complex, as with each subsequent coding

scheme and its application to actual data, more and more became known about the

interaction between interviewer and respondent. In addition, the development of more

sophisticated coding schemes was stimulated because technical devices became available.

Especially the availability of the tape recorder may explain the increase in the number of

codes that were included in the coding scheme. The scheme of Cannell, Fowler, and

Marquis (1968), including only twelve different codes, did not rely on the availability of

tape recorders. In a subsequent study, Marquis and Cannell (1969) did use tape recordings,

and described a far more detailed coding scheme, consisting of 47 different codes.

The increase in the number of codes that could be included in coding schemes was even

more stimulated by a second technical device that could be used for behavior coding. This

device was the computer. A program like the Sequence Viewer program (Dijkstra 1999

2002) enabled the coder to quickly and reliably enter a lot of different codes, and the

coding could also be carried out semi-automatically, based on the transcripts. The text

analysis options in this program enable automatic coding of all paradigmatic Q-A

sequences. However, the increased feasibility of entering large amounts of data was not

the only benefit of the use of computers. The possibility of analyzing a large number of

codes and large data sets was another major advantage of using computers. Because of that

capacity, it became worthwhile to invest in the time-consuming process of transcribing

and coding interviews in a detailed way. For example, Loosveldt (1985) describes that for

the analysis of the 11,331 actions that were coded, special programs were written. The

Sequence Viewer program also allows researchers to perform a large number of different,

more and more sophisticated analyses (Dijkstra 2002).
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The number of different categories included is probably the most obvious difference

between coding schemes. The number of categories varies from two values (Edwards et al.

2002) to around two hundred different code combinations in an average dataset (Dijkstra

1999).

It is beyond the scope of this article to give a full account of all codes used in the 48

coding schemes that were studied, but we will discuss some common distinctions. We

found 134 different categories for interviewer behavior, 78 different categories for

respondent behavior, and 14 different categories for behavior of third parties (see Table 1

for examples typical behavioral codes).

Cannell and Oksenberg (1988) indicate that the kinds of code categories that are

included in a coding scheme depends upon the research objective. However, this appears

to be only partially true; irrespective of the focus of the scheme, most schemes include

codes for interviewer’s question reading.

For behavior coding as a proper diagnostic tool, it is important that all relevant

behaviors are included in the coding schemes. It may not always be possible to determine

in advance what those relevant behaviors are. Therefore the development of a behavior

coding scheme can be considered an iterative process.

Table 1. Most common codes included in coding schemes and average reported frequency of occurrence in Q-A

sequences

Interviewer
behavior
codes

Number
of coding
schemes

Range in
percentage
of occurrence

Respondent
behavior
codes

Number
of coding
schemes

Range in
percentage
of occurrence

Question
read exactly
as scripted

26 28–97% Adequate
answer

25 75–95%

Question
read with
minor change

21 1–32% Inadequate
answer

21 2–27%

Question
read with
major change

35 0–25% Don’t know
answer

17 1–6%

Question
skipped/not
verified

16 0–22% Refusal to
answer

21 0–1%

Non-
directive
probe in
interviewer’s
words

23 5–80% Request for
clarification

18 0–23%

Suggestive
probe

15 0–33% Interruption 18 0–36%

Qualified
answer

14 2–20%

Note: The codes listed are used in at least 12 (i.e., 25%) of the 48 coding schemes evaluated in this article. The

range in percentage of occurrence applies to occurrence of the behavior in Q-A sequences as reported in the

studies that used the code.
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As Table 2 shows, behavior coding is typically related to variables in the data collection

procedures (i.e., question wording, interviewer styles etc), and can be implemented in

different phases of survey data collection. Results of behavior coding implemented prior to

or during actual data collection can be used to adapt data collection procedures. Behavior

coding data can also be used as dependent variables in experiments (e.g., comparing

question wordings or differently trained interviewers). They can also be used as

independent variables in studies that aim to detect relations between problematic

behaviors and the validity and reliability of scores obtained (Belli and Lepkowski 1996;

Dykema, Lepkowski, and Blixt 1997; Dijkstra and Ongena 2002).

In this article an exhaustive overview is given of all applications of behavior coding,

comparing characteristics of 48 coding schemes,4 presented in manuals, conference

proceedings, articles etc. Advantages and disadvantages of different strategies and

procedures will be given. Finally we give recommendations about the types of coding

schemes and procedures that are most appropriate in specific situations.

2. Coding Strategies

Some fundamental decisions in the design of a coding scheme have consequences for the

applicability of the scheme. These decisions concern the unit of coding, whether full or

selective coding is applied, and whether and how sequence information will be preserved.

2.1. Units of Coding

Behavior coding most typically occurs at one of four levels: (1) individual utterances, (2)

exchange, (3) Q-A sequences or (4) entire interviews. These levels are described below.

2.1.1. Coding at the Utterance Level

A strategy that is especially useful in interaction analysis is coding at the level of the

utterance. Each utterance can get one code, but not more than one code. It is not possible to

code utterances that did not take place, e.g., the absence of an adequate answer. However,

if full coding is applied (see Section 2.1.5), and/or sequence information is preserved it is

possible to infer the absence of certain behaviors from the coded utterances within a Q-A

sequence.

To code the utterances of a Q-A sequence, the sequence should be separated into

meaningful parts. The turn is too rough as a segmentation procedure, because it may

consist of multiple “turn-constructional units” (TCU’s), utterances that can be considered

fully informational units. They are constructed in such a way that other speakers are able to

determine when and whether the TCU is complete (Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson 1974).

When coders try to determine the appropriate codes, most problems occur as soon as

utterances are not adequately segmented into separate TCU’s. Multiple types of behaviors

can be performed within a turn. As a result, multiple codes may be applicable to one turn,

which creates a problem for the coder.

4 In this comparison of coding schemes only first published articles concerning coding schemes are included.
Coding schemes of the same author(s) that underwent important changes (either in the codes included or in the
coding procedures) are treated as separate cases.
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In interviewer scripts multi-unit turns are often present (i.e., interviewers have to read

introductions, instructions, response alternatives, specifications and questions; see

Houtkoop-Steenstra 2000). Respondents may also perform multiple behaviors in one turn.

Therefore, it is important that the utterances in Q-A sequences are carefully segmented

into TCU’s. According to pragmatic completeness, a TCU is complete when the utterance

is recognizable as an independent informative and functional unit. Pragmatic

completeness is assessed by means of sequence reasoning, i.e., the sequential position

of an utterance as part of sequences that are functionally related (Mazeland 2003).

Segmenting the utterances consists of judging the pragmatic completeness of utterances,

whereas coding the utterances consists of applying a pragmatic description to each one.

2.1.2. Coding at the Exchange Level

It is possible to code at a level that is intermediate between the utterance and the Q-A

sequence levels; this intermediate level is often referred to as the exchange level. An

exchange can be considered an adjacency pair of a question and an answer. Typically, the

first two exchanges are coded, i.e., (1) the exchange of initial question reading and an

initial response, and (2) the exchange of a prompt by the interviewer and a possible second

answer by the respondent. The coder must ignore insignificant behaviors that may occur in

between (e.g., neutral acknowledgement tokens, silences, laughter) and ignore anything

after the second answer. Morton-Williams (1979) was the first to use this kind of coding.

Such a coding strategy is selective with respect to the part of the Q-A sequence that is

coded, but it still enables preservation of sequential information, which is not possible in

the case of coding at the Q-A sequence level.

2.1.3. Coding at the Q-A Sequence Level

Assigning a code to the whole Q-A sequence may involve judging whether or not a

specific type of behavior takes place in the Q-A sequence, or whether or not the Q-A

sequence is paradigmatic or problematic. The division of units to be coded is in this case

more straightforward: a Q-A sequence starts as soon as the interviewer starts reading a

question, and ends as soon as the next question is posed. However, it is of course possible

Table 2. Possible implementations of behavior coding

Goal Phase of study

Pretest questionnaire, interview
mode etc.

Prior to actual data collection

Monitor interviewers During actual data collection
Evaluate data quality, functioning
of interviewers and respondents,
effectiveness of revisions, explain
biases in response distributions

After actual data collection

Explore causes and effects of behaviors After actual data collection
Check experimental manipulations After experimentally manipulated

data collection
Use behavior coding as a dependent variable After experimentally manipulated

data collection
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that, whereas the interviewer has posed a next question, the respondent elaborates his or

her answer to the previous question. Such behaviors may be easily overlooked, or assigned

to the wrong Q-A sequence, especially when coding does not take place from transcripts

(see Section 3.1).

As compared to coding at the utterance or exchange level, coding at the Q-A sequence

level is more sensitive to errors of omission. According to Cannell, Lawson, and Hausser

(1975), disagreements in coding of entire Q-A sequences often do not occur in respect of

the choice of a particular code to be used for a behavior, but rather in respect of whether or

not a particular behavior should be coded at all.

2.1.4. Coding at the Interview Level

A final unit is the whole interview, e.g., if the whole interview is assigned some evaluative

code. Carton (1999), for example, added codes to characterize the whole interview with

respect to specific interviewer behaviors such as giving instructions, asking questions and

probing, and general evaluations such as the orientation towards the respondent and the

atmosphere during the interview. In the comparison of behavior coding schemes we did

not include schemes that only use coding at the level of the interview (e.g., Brick et al.

1997a; Mathiowetz 1999)

2.1.5. Full or Selective Coding

A fundamental difference between coding schemes is that coding can be applied to all

utterances (“full coding”) or to a selection of utterances or behaviors that are considered

important or relevant for the specific research question (“selective coding”). Selective

coding schemes are essentially developed from a practical point of view: it is determined

in advance what behaviors are diagnostic of problems that the researcher wishes to detect.

For example, if one studies general interviewer performance, only interviewer behaviors

are coded.

A full coding scheme is often used when the researcher’s goal is to explore the

interaction. With full coding data it is possible to reconstruct more or less what occurred in

an interview. Full coding must take place at the utterance level, as it requires assigning

a relevant category to each utterance, whereas selective coding may take place at the QA-

sequence level or at the utterance or exchange level. In the latter two cases, it is possible to

preserve sequential information at the exchange level. For example, in Cannell, Lawson

and Hausser’s (1975) coding scheme only interviewer behaviors were coded (therefore

constituting a selective coding scheme at the utterance level). Nevertheless, they

instructed the coders to code in the order of occurrence, and all respondent utterances in

between the interviewer’s utterances were represented by vertical lines.

The combination of the three levels of coding and application of full or selective coding

yields six possibilities, of which only four are relevant, because full coding can only take

place at the utterance level. Hence we can distinguish four coding strategies; full coding

of utterances, selective coding of utterances, coding at the exchange level and coding of

whole Q-A sequences. These strategies have different consequences for the possibility of

preservation of sequential information, as shown in Table 3.

In Table 4 advantages and disadvantages of three coding strategies are shown. Coding at

the Q-A sequence level makes quick results possible, without the use of specialized
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software. For instance, coders may only have to note inadequate readings of questions or

requests for clarification from respondents.

Full coding is by far the most tedious kind of coding. In order to apply full coding, it is

important to have software available that facilitates the transcribing, coding and analyzing

of the data. Without such software, full coding with sequential information is hardly

feasible.

As Smit (1995) argues, it is important that the number of codes included in a coding

scheme is manageable; with too detailed coding schemes it will often be problematic to

employ clear methods of analysis. Moreover, with a complex coding scheme the coding

process will be more error-prone and time-consuming. For full coding a detailed and

consequently complex coding scheme is necessary to meaningfully characterize all the

various behaviors that can occur during an interview. However, several options are

available to enhance the simplicity of the scheme (see Section 3.4).

Whole Q-A sequences can easily be coded according to the absence of relevant

behavior. In the case of full coding, absence of behavior may be inferred from analysis of

complete Q-A sequences.

The amount of information will usually be lowest in case of coding at the Q-A sequence

level, hence potentially important behavior may easily be overlooked. Most information,

also about the sequence of behaviors, is available in the case of full coding; it provides a

researcher with information about any deviation from a paradigmatic sequence. In the

case of coding at the Q-A sequence level, it is possible to include codes that evaluate the

Q-A sequence as a whole. In case of selective coding of utterances or exchanges, it is

Table 3. Overview of coding strategies and possibilities of preserving sequential information

Strategy Unit of coding Sequential information applicable

Full coding Utterance þþ
Utterance þ

Selective coding Exchange þ
Q-A sequence 2

Table 4. Overview of advantages and disadvantages of coding strategy

Selective coding:
whole Q-A
sequence

Selective
coding:
utterances or
exchanges

Full coding:
utterances

Quick results Yes Moderate No
Practical feasibility Software not

necessary
Software may
be helpful

Hardly feasible
without software

Complexity Low Low High
Absent behavior Possible Difficult Can be inferred
Amount of information Low Medium High
Sequence information Not available Possible Available at no

extra cost
Identification of
paradigmatic sequence

Possible Difficult Always available

Q
Q
Q
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difficult to obtain information on all deviations from paradigmatic sequences. In all cases

of selective coding, it is possible that deviations that are not coded are more indicative of

problems than the coded ones.

2.2. Type of Analysis

Two main types of quantitative analysis of behavior coding data can be distinguished, i.e.,

frequency analysis and sequence analysis. Furthermore, quantitative analyses may be

supported by qualitative analyses of the actual interactions, provided that transcripts are

available.

2.2.1. Frequency Analysis

Frequency analysis essentially concerns counting the occurrence of particular types of

interviewer and respondent behavior. The frequency of occurrence of specific behaviors

may be related to other factors, like interviewer or question characteristics, or response

distributions. For example, Edwards et al. (2004) compared frequencies of interviewer and

respondent behaviors across interviews of the same questionnaire in different languages.

One of the findings was that respondents appeared to behave differently when they were

being interviewed in their first language (i.e., interrupting the interviewer and making

extraneous comments more often) than in a second language.

Furthermore, frequency analysis can be used in experimental designs that compare

manipulations of data collection procedures in survey interviews. For example, one can

establish the effects of different question wordings on the occurrence of inadequate

answers.

Frequency analyses can be supplemented with analyses of variance or log-linear

analyses at the Q-A sequence level (i.e., comparing question, interviewer or respondent

variables with average number or odds ratios of problematic behaviors occurring in the

Q-A sequences).

2.2.2. Sequence Analysis

Sequence analysis allows studying dependencies between different types of behavior, in

particular the relation between subsequent interviewer and respondent behaviors. In the

case of selective coding schemes, sequence analysis is rather limited; it is possible to

distinguish initial from secondary responses, and initial question asking from follow-up

probing, but not for example what kind of nonproblematic behaviors may have occurred in

between questions and answers.

In order to be able to interpret the results of sequence analysis correctly, it is important

that the assignment of codes is independent of codes that precede or follow the behavior to

be coded. In some cases it is hardly avoidable that coding a particular behavior depends on

previous utterances. A code for “interviewer repeats respondent’s answer” is likely to be

preceded by an answer from the respondent. Therefore it is hardly possible not to take the

preceding utterance into account. Nonetheless, assigning a particular code should never

depend on subsequent behavior, to prevent relations between behavior and subsequent

behavior from being artificial.
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Data that are generated through full coding schemes enable analyses by means of a tree

representation of the structure of interviewer–respondent interaction. Brenner (1982) was

the first researcher to present such a tree analysis. A tree may represent the consequences

of a particular action of either interviewer or respondent. From other analyses it is possible

to analyze the causes of particular actions of interviewer or respondent. For example, with

the lag-sequential analysis that Smit (1995) describes, it is possible to determine which

parts of subsequent behaviors in a Q-A sequence occur below or above chance.

How sequence analyses may also be helpful to describe interactional processes can be

illustrated by means of findings of Dijkstra and Ongena (2002). They found that a

mismatch answer (i.e., an answer that is not formatted according to the prescribed

alternatives) is not only the most frequently occurring respondent problem; it is also an

important cause of problematic interviewer deviations. Furthermore, they showed that

when interviewers repeat the response alternatives after such a mismatch answer, they

more often immediately obtain an adequate answer than when they repeat the entire

question.

2.2.3. Supplementary Analyses

Behavior coding studies concerning the frequency of occurrence of behaviors very often

only give data from tables and do not uncover sources of problematic behaviors. It often

remains unclear, even in the case of sequential analysis, how events in the interaction can

have certain causes or effects, i.e., what actually happened in the interaction.

One way to learn more about this, is to use code frequencies as input for discussions

with interviewers or coders (i.e., debriefing; see Oksenberg, Cannell, and Kalton 1991).

Using coders for debriefing is useful because coders have no personal involvement in the

interviewers and, having listened to tape recordings, have full access to relevant

information of the interactions (DeMaio et al. 1993). Notes of coders are often used to

diagnose the sources and the seriousness of the problems (e.g., Dykema, Lepkowski, and

Blixt 1997; Schaeffer and Dykema 2004). Such notes may specify a major change in

question reading, with abbreviations to indicate the nature of the change (addition,

deletion or other) and the indications of the specific words that were added or deleted

(Schaeffer and Dykema 2004).

However, the actual conversations on tape could be even more useful. It is quite

possible that coders do not notice all interesting aspects that are worth inspecting in more

detail. Furthermore transcripts can easily illustrate findings. Furthermore, other sources of

information can be used, such as answer distributions, response latencies (see Draisma and

Dijkstra 2004) and details of the date, time and location of the interviews.

3. Practical Considerations in Coding Procedures

The coding procedure is an important feature when it comes to the usability and reliability of

a coding scheme. According to Cannell and Oksenberg (1988) it makes little difference

whether the observation mode comprises face-to-face or telephone interviews, and whether

live coding or coding from tape recordings is used, because the techniques for coding

behavior are the same. However, they ignored the procedure of using transcripts, which is

hardly to be avoided in the case of full coding, but an option in the case of selective coding.
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3.1. Live Coding, Coding from Tape and Using Transcripts

Coding can be done during the interview (“live coding”) or afterwards, by listening to

tape-recorded interviews (“recorded coding”) or by using transcripts of the tape-recorded

interviews (“transcript coding”). The advantages and disadvantages of these three

procedures are summarized in Table 5. The elements listed in the table may differ in

importance, depending on the research question and objectives at hand.

In only six studies is some indication given of the time involved in coding interviews

(including transcribing or otherwise). This ranges from a time equal to the interview, in the

case of live coding, to about six times the duration of an interview, in the case of transcript

coding.

The advantage of live coding is of course that data are immediately available; it is

finished concurrently with the interview. Coding from tape may be more efficient than live

coding, because coders do not have to wait for an interview to occur (DeMaio et al. 1993).

Furthermore, tape coding is a relatively quick method, because no transcripts are

produced. However, the additional time that is needed for producing transcripts may be

regained when complex Q-A sequences are coded. In that case transcripts may help coders

to see, the complete Q-A sequence. With this information it is easier to determine what

code is appropriate, and in case of doubt it is possible to just read the utterances in the

transcript again instead of rewinding the tape to search for the fragment.

In the case of live coding, permission to record the interview is of course not necessary.

However, live coding in the case of personal interviews may be more obtrusive than

coding from tape or transcripts, because a coder needs to be present during the interview.

Although live coding can be reliable (Esposito et al. 1992), recorded coding will always

enable better quality of coding, as coders have more time to decide on the most appropriate

code, and can consult code descriptions. Transcript coding in fact comprises a coding

procedure in three steps (transcription, segmentation of meaningful utterances, and

coding, comprising assignment of meaning to utterances). The researcher may perform

separate reliability checks for the two latter tasks (see Smit 1995), or even decide to assign

the different tasks to independent transcribers and coders.

Table 5. An overview of advantages and disadvantages of different coding procedures

Live coding Live coding with
tape as backup

Recorded
tape coding

Recorded
transcript
coding

Cost Low Low High Highest
Permission Not needed Needed Needed Needed
Obtrusive Yes Yes No No
Efficient planning No No Good Moderate
Reliability Low Low Better Better
Semi-automatic
coding

No No No Yes

Check of coder
performance

No Yes Yes Yes

Paralinguistics Hardly Hardly Yes Uncertain
Thorough analysis No Low Moderate High
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Whenever coding takes place live or direct from tape, it is likely that important,

meaningful behaviors are ignored. It is important that coders have useful visual documents

available that enable them to compare what they hear on tape with the exact question

wordings and the interviewer’s recordings. Completed questionnaires or responses that are

copied onto blank questionnaires may be an alternative to transcripts (Cahalan et al. 1994).

However, especially complex coding schemes will require transcripts to warrant reliable

coding. As Dijkstra (1999) points out, coding from transcripts can be done semi-

automatically for utterances that occur frequently.

Tape coding enables checks of coder performance, but transcript coding enables more

systematic checks. Determining inter-coder reliability in the case of live coding is only

possible by means of having multiple coders code simultaneously. However, a live-coded

interview may be taped as well, so as to be able to check samples of the coding and to

(re)code or correct complex parts of the interactions. In that case some advantages of

recorded and live coding are combined.

In some cases special attention must be paid to paralinguistic features of the utterances.

A different tone and accent can for example change the meaning of an utterance. When just

the written text is used for coding, errors might be made as a result of ignoring these features.

It is therefore important to have sound files easily available when coding from transcripts.

Obviously, recorded coding as compared to live coding increases the options in the

complexity of the coding scheme and thus makes more thorough analysis possible. But, as

noted before, transcripts certainly will be helpful to illustrate or explain results from plain

analysis of the codes. When the interview is coded from tape, it will be less likely that

effort will be invested to find the fragment that illustrates a certain result.

It appears that recorded tape coding is the most popular procedure, as in 31 of the 48

schemes this procedure was followed. The difference between live coding and recorded

coding is clearly illustrated by the number of codes included in coding schemes. Schemes

that are designed for live coding contain between 2 and 20 codes (median: 13 codes),

whereas schemes designed for recorded coding contain 2 to 174 codes (median: 22 codes).

The schemes designed for recorded transcript coding contain between 15 and 199 codes

(median: 30 codes).

3.2. Use of New Technologies

In line with the latest developments, interviews may be recorded as a digital sound file. In

this way the computer is not only used as a device to go through a questionnaire (CATI or

CAPI), but also enables “Computer Audio Recorded Interviewing” (CARI), using the

computer as a “sophisticated tape recorder” (Biemer et al. 2000). Because no additional

recording device such as a tape recorder is visible, recording is less obtrusive and

respondents and interviewers are more likely to forget about the recording during the

interview. With CARI the software instead of the interviewer controls recording, and

arrangement of recording (e.g., to start concurrently with the interview or skip recording at

specific sections) can be integrated with CATI/CAPI software (see Ongena, Dijkstra,

and Draisma 2004).

As Shepherd and Vincent (1991) argue, when coders compare question wording with

interviewer’s wording “they need to review a questionnaire source document that is
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identical to the document used by the interviewer” (Shepherd and Vincent 1991, p. 529).

Therefore, when it comes to interviews that are computer-assisted, ideally an electronic

version of the questionnaire needs to be available, e.g., to account for complex skip

patterns and automatically adapted question wordings. In Shepherd and Vincent’s study,

the coders used the CAI program itself, in order to view the questionnaire in exactly the

same way as how interviewers had it available during the interview. In the Sequence

Viewer program (Dijkstra 2002), several sections on the screen are available for coders

with information on the exact question wording, the response alternatives and show cards

used in the interview.

3.3. Availability of Code Descriptions

In order to warrant the reliability of results it must be clear to what kind of behaviors a

coder should apply certain codes. Interpretation of results will certainly be difficult if

coders did not uniformly understand when to apply which code. Of course it is impossible

to provide descriptions of all possible ambiguous situations. Therefore it is useful to

document extraordinary situations by letting coders make notes on the ambiguities they

came across in coding. The researcher can subsequently use these notes to adapt

instructions for all coders.

Authors often give only an overview of the codes they used, and only indicate the code

with two or three words (“adequate answer,” “inappropriate probe” etc). Some authors

(e.g., Cannell, Lawson, and Hausser 1975; Prüfer and Rexroth 1985; Snijkers 2002)

present their codes more clearly in that they give a short description (e.g., “makes up in

own words a probe (query) which is nondirective”).

Brenner (1982) is one of the authors who present their codes the clearest, by not only

describing them but also giving fragments of Q-A sequences to illustrate them. Dijkstra

(1999) uses the same strategy with clear examples, which are essential to explain the

multivariate coding scheme (see Section 3.4).

3.4. Organization of the Coding Scheme

In the case of a large number of codes, it is important that the coder is able to manage this

large number, to quickly choose the right code. This management is obviously improved

when codes are well organized, for example by means of grouping them in similar

categories of behavior. These categories may also be a means to reduce the number of

codes, when for some analyses the different codes within a category are treated as one

category. Cannell, Lawson, and Hausser (1975), for example, grouped their codes into

limited sets of interviewer activities, such as “posing questions,” “probing and clarifying,”

and “other behavior.” These sets were each arranged in two groups of correct and incorrect

behaviors. The codes consist of two digits, with the first digit indicating the code category

(e.g., “correct question reading”) and the second a further specification (e.g., “reading the

question exactly as worded”). It is therefore possible to use a reduced version of the coding

scheme, using only the first digit.

In Dijkstra’s (1999) multivariate coding scheme the behaviors of the interviewer and

respondent are coded on a number of different coding variables. The coder, accordingly,

needs to make several decisions (i.e., for each variable) when coding one utterance.
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Instead of making one decision concerning the choice between up to hundred different

codes, as in the schemes of Blair (1978) and Prüfer and Rexroth (1985), the coder makes

the same decision in multiple small steps. Using this procedure, the coders need to

memorize only a relatively small number of codes, whereas the combination of the code

variables may result in a very large number of different codes. A multivariate scheme may

be more reliable than a univariate one, because when coders choose the wrong code values

on one variable, the other variables may be correctly coded (Dijkstra 2002). Loosveldt

(1985) used a similar strategy, and also Mathiowetz and Cannell’s (1980) and Blair’s

(1978) coding schemes can be considered multivariate.

3.5. The Coders

The validity and reliability of the results obtained with the coding scheme depends on the

persons who did the coding. As experimental research in social psychology has shown,

observers may draw on specific theories when assigning meaning to behavior. For

example, observers are more likely to draw on what they know about the actor’s character

in explaining behavior than when they explain their own behavior (for a review of

experimental studies, see Watson 1982). Therefore coders need to be trained, especially in

case of complex coding schemes.

Coders may be biased by the researcher’s expectations and make inferences based upon

these expectations. Bakeman and Gottman (1997) state that it is important not to inform

coders about hypotheses of a behavior coding study. In addition, they point out that not

only inter-coder reliability is important, but also intra-coder reliability. Especially in case

of complex coding schemes and when the coding process takes a long time, the coding

may lose consistency. Moreover, it can hardly be avoided that coders develop their own

expectancies during coding. A useful check is to compare codes assigned during the first

half of the coding work with those assigned during the second half.

3.5.1. Researchers

Some researchers (Brenner 1982; Loosveldt 1985; Van der Zouwen and Smit 2004)

did the coding themselves, almost turning behavior coding into some kind of expert

review. Apparently they only trust themselves in grasping the subtleties of such

coding schemes. As Brenner (1982) states: “it proved impossible to find people who

were willing, against payment, to code the tapes to a sufficiently high standard”

(Brenner 1982, p. 143).

A disadvantage of this strategy is that not only coding may be biased by the researchers’

hypotheses about the outcomes, but also the coding scheme may be less appropriate to be

used reliably by other researchers. Therefore, reliability scores of studies with researchers

doing the coding themselves should be interpreted with care.

3.5.2. Field Staff

A second possibility is to use field staff: either experienced interviewers who did not

participate in the survey being coded, or supervisors, “control staff,” “researchers” or

“methodologists” as coders. An advantage of using this group is that these persons are

familiar (or ought to be familiar) with interviewing conventions.
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In the studies of Burgess and Patton (1993) and Snijkers (2002), the interviewers

participating in the survey did the coding (of respondent behavior) themselves during the

interview (using 5 and 7 different codes respectively). According to Burgess and Patton,

coding could be applied easily, as “proven” by perceptible delays in the interviews of

“only” 2–3 seconds for each code to be entered, which “added perhaps 10 seconds on

average to the length of the interviews, which averaged over 30 minutes” (Burgess and

Patton 1993, p. 396). In Burgess and Patton’s (1993) study less than 3% of the Q-A

sequences received a code. However, it is very unlikely that the target behaviors (i.e.,

respondent asks for repetition or clarification, interrupts interviewer, asks the time left for

the interview, or seems uncomfortable) occurred in only 3% of the Q-A sequences.

Therefore this clearly illustrates that an interviewer is not capable of capturing all

occurrences of behaviors that need to be coded. Moreover, the fact that interviewers are

coding the respondent’s behavior may itself influence the interaction, as suggested by a

side-effect that Snijkers (2002) found: it appeared to make interviewers more alert to

problems with questions.

3.5.3. Trained Coders

A third group of coders are specially trained coders, who do not necessarily have

interviewing experience. Unlike when it comes to using interviewers as coders, these

coders should also be trained with respect to interviewing conventions.

Coders may be provided with oral descriptions of the coding scheme and its application,

followed by practical sessions with feedback from the researcher (Sykes and Collins

1992), or a manual with exercises (Dijkstra, Van der Veen, and Van der Zouwen 1985).

The length of training may vary from one to two hours individual training (Blair 1978) to

45 hours (Oksenberg, Cannell, and Blixt 1996). Training of coders may also take place

with a simultaneous further development of the coding scheme (Belli et al. 2004).

4. Reliability of the Coding Scheme

In 23 studies reliability scores are presented. Unfortunately, researchers do not use the

same methods of determining reliability. Moreover they do not all present their methods

clearly; therefore we can often only guess how reliability scores were produced.

Reliability checks should be done with samples of multiple interviewers and

respondents. It is better to double-code random parts of multiple interviews than to double-

code one or more complete interviews, because both interviewer and respondent styles

may greatly differ, and more differences between interviews will be found than within one

interview (Cannell, Lawson, and Hausser 1975).

Generally, the best way to test reliability is to test it at the same level as the level that

was used for assigning codes. The more general the level, the less informative reliability

scores are. For example, when codes are applied at the Q-A sequence level we only know

if coders agree that a certain behavior occurred in a Q-A sequence; we do not know

whether or not coders based this decision on the same utterance. It is perfectly possible that

multiple instances of the same behavior take place within the same Q-A sequences.

Therefore, reliability scores at the Q-A sequence level are generally overestimated.
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Agreement scores at the utterance level can be divided into two different types:

agreement upon what should be considered a separate utterance and agreement upon the

individual codes (Smit 1995). However, in most behavior coding studies reliability of

these two types of agreement is not established.

Researchers are not uniform in their use of statistics for reliability testing (i.e., Kappa

statistics, Pearson correlations or simple percentages). Percentages of agreement are

computed by dividing the number of units with the same code by the total number of units

coded. When the coding scheme contains only few different codes, the probability of

chance agreement is very high. In the Kappa statistic the probability of chance agreement

is incorporated.

In a number of cases the authors give detailed reliability information, e.g., separate

reliability scores for interviewer and respondent behaviors, or even for each separate code

category, which in some specific cases is quite low (cf. Blair 1978; Oksenberg, Cannell,

and Kalton 1991; Belli et al. 2004; Edwards et al. 2004). A low reliability score may be the

result not only of ambiguity between two or more specific code categories, but also of the

absence of adequate code descriptions, inadequately skilled coders, or an inappropriate

coding procedure.

The negative relationship between code complexity and accuracy is often demonstrated

(see e.g., Dorsey et al. 1986). Intuitively it makes sense that accuracy and inter-observer

agreement are higher when the coding task is simpler. However, the correlation between

the number of codes included (as a measure of coding scheme complexity) and the overall

reliability score of Kappa values appeared to be positive but nonsignificant (r ¼ :166;

p . 0:05; n ¼ 16). Kruskall-Wallis tests showed that neither differences in reliability

scores were related to the strategy (full, selective, or sequential, x2 ¼ 3:23; df ¼ 2;

p . 0:05; n ¼ 16), the procedure (transcript coding, live, or recorded coding, x2 ¼ 3:55;

df ¼ 2; p . 0:05; n ¼ 16) or the kind of coders (researchers, field staff or trained coders,

x2 ¼ 2:46; df ¼ 2; p . 0:05; n ¼ 16) used.

5. Focus of the Coding Scheme

Bakeman and Gottman (1997) state that creating a coding scheme is theoretically based,

because the coding scheme represents a hypothesis. The scheme contains behaviors and

distinctions that a researcher considers important. Therefore, they argue that researchers

can only rarely use the coding schemes of others. A different research question indicates a

different coding scheme, and this would imply that comparing coding schemes developed

for different research questions is not useful.

However, this might be less true for coding schemes designed to describe the behavior

in standardized survey interviews. As Table 1 already indicated, quite a large degree of

overlap can be found in the codes included in the 48 coding schemes. Virtually all the

behavior coding schemes describe the basically structured behaviors in an interview and at

least have the implicit or explicit goal of finding departures from the paradigmatic

sequence in common. The behaviors are usually evaluated in terms of “adequate,”

“neutral” or “inadequate.” However, depending on specific research questions, coding

schemes often differ considerably from each other with respect to finer discriminations.
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For example, a scheme may be developed to evaluate a specific type of interview (such as

the Event History Calendar; see Belli et al. 2004).

Based upon the elements of the data collection process that in one way or another may

affect the response obtained, we define four different foci of a coding scheme:

interviewers, respondents, questions and the interaction. These elements are partly derived

from Cannell and Oksenberg’s (1988) distinction of goals of behavior coding. Studies can

serve a meta-methodological goal (i.e., comparing different coding schemes or comparing

behavior coding with other evaluation or pretest methods). However, the coding schemes

in those meta-methodological studies can themselves always be classified according to the

original focus, i.e., the element(s) they serve to pretest or evaluate. Schemes can also have

multiple foci (e.g., Cannell, Fowler, and Marquis 1968; Belli et al. 2004).

In order to compare the different studies with respect to the aspects as discussed in the

previous sections, and relate these aspects to the focus of the study, we will use a number

of different categories that summarize the main characteristics of the coding scheme (see

Table 6). We distinguished between three different aspects: the coding strategy, practical

considerations in the coding procedure and the reliability of the scheme. Combining the

two aspects of the coding strategy yields four different strategies: (a) selective coding at

the Q-A sequence level (with no sequential information), which is often referred to as

“conventional behavior coding,” (b) selective coding at the exchange level, (c) selective

coding at the utterance level, and (d) full coding with sequential information, which is

often referred to as “interaction coding.” The strategies (b) and (c) yield sequence

information only at the exchange level. Therefore these two categories are integrated as

one category. Additional aspects of a coding scheme are the number of actors involved

(i.e., interviewer, respondent and possible third parties), the number of codes included and

the mode of administration (face-to-face or telephone).

Table 6. Overview of aspects of comparison of behavior coding schemes

Aspect Abr. Specification

Coding strategy SN Selective coding at the Q-A sequence level, no
sequence information

SE Selective coding with sequence information at the
exchange level

FS Full coding with sequence information preserved
Coding procedure L Live coding

Lr Live coding, recording on cassette as backup
Rc Recorded tape coding
Rt Recorded transcript coding
Rc/t Recorded tape coding with transcripts as backup

Reliability procedure K Kappa
KD Kappa with unit of analysis deviating from level

of coding
P Percentage
PD Percentage with unit of analysis deviating from

level of coding
C Pearson correlation
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5.1. The Interviewer as a Focus: Interviewer Monitoring Studies

As Cannell and Oksenberg (1988) point out, the results of interviewer monitoring studies

can be used in terms of supervision (“enforcing rule following behavior”) and evaluation

(assessing the quality of particular studies, assessing overall staff performance, evaluating

training methods, or exploring ways to improve training).

Especially many of the early behavior coding schemes are designed for the goal of

monitoring interviewer performance (i.e., 14 of the 48 schemes compared). Table 7 shows

that most coding schemes that were designed for interviewer monitoring use a selective

coding scheme that does not preserve sequential information, and none of them uses a full

coding scheme. Furthermore, many interview monitoring schemes include only

interviewer behavior codes, such as Cannell, Lawson, and Hausser’s (1975) scheme

that served as a basis for many coding schemes (also for coding schemes with another

focus, i.e., Morton-Williams 1979; Prüfer and Rexroth 1985; Sykes and Collins 1992).

Their scheme included all the concepts and principles that were considered to be important

targets in interviewer training. From this viewpoint the interviewer and respondent were

considered individual actors that individually could produce errors.

5.1.1. Codes Included

Typically, interviewer monitoring schemes include the quality of question reading

(distinguishing exact reading from reading with minor and/or major changes) and

adherence to skip patterns. This unconditional scripted behavior mainly occurs before the

respondent has spoken, therefore interviewers usually have direct control over it. Belli and

Lepkowski (1996) conclude that “respondent behavior is more diagnostic of response

accuracy than anything over which the interviewer has direct control” (Belli and

Lepkowski 1996, p. 73). Therefore, it is very useful to also include codes that evaluate the

interviewer’s reaction to respondent behavior, i.e., conditional (un)scripted behavior.

Furthermore, more than half of these coding schemes also include respondent behavior

codes, which may be very relevant to evaluating interviewer behavior, e.g., to determining

whether interviewers appropriately reacted to certain respondent behaviors.

5.1.2. Alternative Methods

Alternative assessments of interviewers’ work (i.e., reviews of completed questionnaires,

response distributions and progress monitoring of the number of interviews), although

inexpensive and easily conducted, appear to reveal only a small part of inadequate

interviewer performance (see Wilcox 1963, cited by Cannell and Oksenberg 1988). Such

methods leave errors in the most important interviewer tasks (reading questions and

probing) undetected. Direct observation (or listening-in) by a supervisor is usually

subjective and unsystematic, but, as Cannell and Oksenberg state, “standardized coding of

interviewer behavior provides an objective method for evaluating interviewer

performance” (Cannell and Oksenberg 1988, p. 475).

5.2. The Questions as a Focus: Evaluating Questions

Another focus of a behavior coding scheme is to identify questions that cause problems for

the interviewer or respondent, in order to pretest, evaluate or explore the effects of
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Table 7. Coding schemes with interviewer behavior as focus

Scheme Coding Actors Number

of

different

codes

Procedure Mode Reliability

procedure

Overall

reliability

I R

Cannell, Fowler, and Marquis (1968) Selective, Non-sequential Interviewer

respondent

5 7 Live Face-to-face – –

Cannell, Lawson, and Hausser (1975) Selective, Exchanges Interviewer 30 – Recorded tape coding Telephone Kappa .80–.92

Blair (1978) Selective, Non-sequential Interviewer

respondent

39 11 Recorded tape coding Face-to-face Kappa .74

Blair (1980) Selective, Non-sequential Interviewer 4 – Recorded tape coding Face-to-face – –

Bradburn and Sudman (1980) Selective, Non-sequential Interviewer

respondent

4 2 Recorded tape coding Face-to-face Kappa .52–.72

Mathiowetz and Cannell (1980) Selective, Non-sequential Interviewer 20 – Live tape backup Telephone Percentage .88

Prüfer and Rexroth (1985, Study 1) Selective, Exchanges Interviewer 35 – Recorded tape coding Face-to-face – –

Fowler and Mangione (1990) Selective, Non-sequential Interviewer 11 – – – – –

Shepherd and Vincent

(1991, “compliance”)

Selective, Non-sequential Interviewer 16 – Recorded tape coding Telephone – –

Couper, Holland, and Groves (1992) Selective, Non-sequential Interviewer 16 – Live Telephone – –

Oksenberg, Cannell, and Blixt (1996) Selective, Non-sequential Interviewer

respondent

14 7 Recorded tape coding Kappa .11–.90

Stanley (1996) Selective, Non-sequential Interviewer

respondent

5 6 Recorded tape coding Face-to-face – –

Brick, Tubbs et al. (1997b) Selective, Non-sequential Interviewer

respondent

5 6 Recorded tape coding Telephone Percentage .48–.68

Carton (1999) Selective, Non-sequential Interviewer

respondent

41 12 Recorded tape coding Face-to-face – –

Belli et al. (2004) Selective, Exchanges Interviewer

respondent

25 17 Recorded tape coding,

some transcripts

Face-to-face Correlation .42–1.0

Note: one overall reliability score or the minimum and maximum of all scores.
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question wording. This focus has become more important since the first scheme of

Morton-Williams (1979) and is the most frequently used focus of behavior coding

schemes (i.e., it is to be found in 21 of the 48 schemes; see Table 8).

The rules that are the basis for these schemes and the codes that result from these

schemes concern problematic interviewer behavior as well as problematic respondent

behavior. For example, Morton-Williams (1979) gives nine criteria for adequate question

performance. The categories of interviewer and respondent behavior she subsequently

describes refer to the criteria on which a question might have failed.

5.2.1. Codes Included

Typically, coding schemes to evaluate questions include interviewer question reading codes

and respondent codes that are assumed to indicate problems in question understanding (see

Table 9 for an example of a complete scheme). However, these behavioral categories occur

quite infrequently. As Schaeffer and Maynard (2002) also suggest, a number of other

behavioral categories not typically included in behavior coding schemes (e.g., hesitations,

reports, and feedback codes) may be much more effective in signaling problems with

question wording, especially as compared to explicit requests for clarification, which

respondents may avoid using, as a result of standardized interviewing practice.

Sources of problematic behaviors can often be found by means of comparison of the

percentage of problematic behaviors and the specific question wording (Oksenberg,

Cannell, and Kalton 1991). Close inspection of question wording may reveal why

interviewers frequently change it, or why respondents frequently interrupt or give qualified

answers. Furthermore, additional cues may be derived from answer distributions,

information from coders and interviewers, and the transcripts, if available. Fowler’s (1992)

study illustrated the usefulness of behavior coding as a diagnostic tool that is also helpful to

suggest revisions of question wording that improve the validity of data. Questions which

were identified as problematic by means of behavior coding were redesigned. The

alternative question wording not only yielded fewer instances of problematic behaviors, but

also response distributions that were expected to be more accurate.

5.2.2. Alternative Methods

Behavior coding has often been judged as less effective in diagnosing problems with

question wording than for instance cognitive interviewing (for a review, see Campanelli

1997). However, comparisons typically involve behavior coding in its usual

implementation, i.e., in simple “selective” (see Section 2.1.5) coding schemes using

only common codes such as those listed in Table 1.

In articles that compare behavior coding with other methods for their sensitivity of

detecting problematic questions it is often recommended to use combinations of techniques,

each yielding unique contributions (DeMaio et al. 1993; Presser and Blair 1994; Willis,

Schechter, and Whitaker 1999; Hughes 2004). Furthermore, it is rather difficult or even

useless to compare pretesting methods. Cognitive interviews have their own disadvantages,

e.g., they can influence the question-answering process they seek to explore, because

(especially concurrent) think-aloud instructions disturb this process. Moreover,

respondents are not always able to spontaneously express their cognitive processes,

especially when retrospective think aloud is applied (see Sudman, Bradburn, and Schwarz
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Table 8. Coding schemes with the questions as focus

Scheme Coding Actors Number

of

different

codes

Procedure Mode Reliability

procedure

Overall

reliability

I R

Morton-Williams (1979) Selective, exchange levels Interviewer

respondent

14 17 Recorded tape coding Face-to-face – –

Prüfer and Rexroth, 1985

(Study 2)

Full, sequential Interviewer

respondent

59 28 Recorded tape coding Face-to-face – –

Sykes and Morton-Williams

(1987, first study)

Selective, non-sequential Interviewer

respondent

1 5 Recorded tape coding Face-to-face – –

Sykes and Morton-Williams

(1987, second study)

Selective, non-sequential Interviewer

respondent

2 8 Recorded tape coding Face-to-face – –

Oksenberg, Cannell and

Kalton (1991)

Selective, non-sequential Interviewer

Respondent

3 7 – – Kappa .60–.80

Gustavson-Miller,

Herrman and Puskar (1991)

Selective, non-sequential Interviewer

respondent

9 6 Recorded tape coding Face-to-face Kappa .55–.82

Esposito et al. (1992) Selective, exchange levels Interviewer

respondent

6 7 Live Telephone Percentage

deviating level

.87

Burgess and Patton (1993) Selective, non-sequential Respondent – 5 Live Telephone – –

DeMaio et al. (1993) Selective, non-sequential Interviewer

respondent

6 6 Recorded tape coding Telephone

Face-to-face

– –

Presser and Blair (1994) Selective, non-sequential Interviewer

respondent

2 3 Live Telephone – –

Cahalan et al. (1994) Selective, non-sequential Interviewer

respondent

15 8 Recorded tape coding Telephone – –

Blixt and Dykema (1995) Selective, non-sequential Respondent – 5 Recorded tape coding Face-to-face Kappa .65

Bates and Good (1996) Selective, non-sequential Interviewer

respondent

4 5 Recorded

transcript coding

Face-to-face Percentage .83

Dykema, Lepkowski, and

Blixt (1997)

Selective, non-sequential Interviewer

respondent

4 6 Recorded tape coding Face-to-face – –
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Table 8. Continued

Scheme Coding Actors Number

of

different

codes

Procedure Mode Reliability

procedure

Overall

reliability

I R

Hess, Singer,

and Bushery (1997)

Selective, non-sequential Interviewer

respondent

5 8 Recorded tape coding Telephone Kappa .55–.85

Lepkowski et al. (1998) Selective, non-sequential Interviewer

respondent

6 13 Recorded tape coding Face-to-face Kappa .18–.77

Snijkers (2002) Selective, non-sequential Respondent – 7 Live Telephone

Face-to-face

– –

Edwards et al. (2002) Selective, non-sequential Respondent – 2 Live/ Recorded

tape coding

Telephone Kappa .38

Van der Zouwen and Smit (2004) Selective, non-sequential Interviewer

respondent

8 7 Recorded

transcript coding

Face-to-face Kappa

deviating level

.76

Edwards et al. (2004) Selective, non-sequential Interviewer

respondent

9 9 Recorded tape coding Telephone Kappa 0.0–1.0

Schaeffer and Dykema (2004) Selective, exchange levels Interviewer

respondent

15 14 Recorded tape coding Telephone KD .75 þ

Note: Reliability one overall reliability score or the minimum and maximum of all scores.
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1996). With cognitive interviews, the chances of finding nonexistent problems are larger,

whereas the chances of not finding existing problems are smaller than with behavior coding.

However, behavior coding is often the only method that evaluates the interviewer

objectively. Furthermore, behavior coding is often the only method that is quantitative and

easy to replicate. Therefore, cognitive interviewing is ideally implemented in an

operationalization phase, whereas behavior coding is ideally implemented in a pilot study of

pretesting questions (Willis 2005).

5.3. The Respondent as a Focus

Monitoring respondent performance as a focus may seem odd at first sight, because a

supervisor can hardly correct respondents. However, a researcher can monitor the

behavior of respondents in survey interviews in order to identify and describe respondents

difficult to interview. Four schemes that were (partly) designed to monitor respondent

performance are summarized in Table 10.

Loosveldt (1997) used six respondent behavior categories as objective indicators of the

respondent’s cognitive and communicative skills. Gallagher, Fowler, and Roman (2004)

tested the effects of training of aged respondents in their role, which appeared to be

effective with respect to reducing the number of interruptions but not with respect to

reducing interview length, response rates, or refusal rates.

5.3.1. Alternative Methods

Alternative assessments of response quality (i.e., item nonresponse and biases in response

distributions), will reveal (like similar measurements to assess interviewer performance)

only a small part of inadequate respondent behavior. Methods like interviewer debriefing

or direct observation are also likely to be incomplete and subjective.

5.4. The Interaction as a Focus

Another goal of behavior coding studies can be to examine what the effects of

specific behaviors will be on subsequent behaviors, or the interactional causes of

specific behaviors. Hill and Lepkowski (1996) use the term “behavioral contagion” to

indicate their goal to study how one instance of deviating behavior can lead to

another.

Although all schemes that include evaluations of both interviewer and respondent

behaviors may provide knowledge about the interaction, what is different about interaction

Table 9. Oksenberg, Cannell and Kalton’s scheme

Interviewer question reading codes Respondent behavior codes

E Exact 1 Interruption with answer
S Slight change 2 Clarification
M Major change 3 Adequate answer

4 Qualified answer
5 Inadequate answer
6 Don’t know
7 Refusal to answer
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Table 10. Coding schemes with respondent behavior as a focus

Scheme Coding Actors Number of

different

codes

Procedure Mode Reliability

procedure

Overall reliability

I R

Cannell et al. (1968) Selective, non-sequential Interviewer

respondent

5 7 Live Face-to-face – –

Loosveldt (1997) Selective, non-sequential Respondent – 6 Recorded tape coding Face-to-face – –

Belli et. al (2004) Selective, exchange level Interviewer

respondent

25 17 Recorded tape coding,

some transcripts

Telephone Correlation .42–1.0

Gallagher, Fowler,

and Roman (2004)

Selective, exchange level Interviewer

respondent

15 9 Recorded tape coding Telephone – –
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schemes is the sequential information that is analyzed (i.e., in which order the behaviors

occurred). As is shown in Table 11, all schemes include (some) sequential information.

Furthermore, the table shows that all schemes include 20 or more codes, except for Hill

and Lepkowski’s (1996). The studies often have an explorative character (cf. Lepkowski,

Siu, and Fisher 2000; Sykes and Collins 1992).

Marquis and Cannell (1969) conducted the first interactional study. As early as 1968,

Cannell, Fowler, and Marquis reflected on a “reciprocal cue searching process” to be present

in interviews. Their data led them to speculate about the existence of a process during the

interview in which both interviewer and respondent are searching for cues about appropriate

kinds of behavior (Cannell et al. 1968). Because the data in this study did not allow

interactional analyses to prove these speculations to be right, in 1969 Marquis and Cannell

used a revised coding scheme and coding procedure. They performed analyses on for instance

the effects of directive and neutral probes on respondents giving adequate answers, or the

probability that interviewer feedback follows specific categories of respondent behavior.

Brenner (1982) recognized the importance of studying interactional processes (which he

called “action-by-action” analysis) and was among the first who performed such analyses.

5.4.1. Codes Included

An important difference with respect to the codes included in schemes for interaction

analysis as compared to other schemes, is that usually nonproblematic behaviors are also

coded (i.e., reports, elaborations, perceptions, comments, etc.) in order to more fully

describe the interaction (see Table 12 for an example). However, this requires a complex

coding-scheme, and not all nonproblematic behaviors may be relevant. Using a summary

code (“other behavior”) can compensate for this problem. Although such a code will

reduce the information available, it is possible to distinguish sequences with these

summarizing codes from paradigmatic sequences. Therefore, it is always possible in a

later stage to recode the summary codes into finer distinctions, if necessary.

5.4.2. Alternative Methods

Behavior coding suffers from the bias that it should be determined in advance what

behaviors are relevant. Even full coding schemes do not always make fine discriminations,

and may neglect distinctions that might be relevant afterwards. Therefore qualitative

methods, such as conversation-analytic studies, may be useful. In that case transcripts are

required, often using a detailed method of transcription according to conversation analysis

conventions, as developed by Gail Jefferson (1983).

However, by using a full coding scheme with sequential information, where the

original question wordings, and the entered responses are used, it is fairly possible

that the data available to the researcher is close to the data available from transcripts

of the interaction. In such a case, behavior coding may not only fulfill the

requirements of availability of detailed data, but also enable a quantification of such

data. Behavior coding enables a researcher to determine whether odd interactions are

unusual incidents or evidence that data obtained by standardized interviews is

untrustworthy. In this way, behavior coding may be helpful in resolving discussions

between practitioners and critics of standardized interviewing (Maynard and Schaeffer

2002). Quantification is precisely what is lacking in qualitative data analysis, and this
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Table 11. Coding schemes with the interaction as a focus

Scheme Coding Actors Number of

different codes

Procedure Mode Reliability

procedure

Overall

reliability

I R

Marquis and Cannell (1969) Full, sequential Interviewer respondent 27 20 Recorde tape coding F – –

Brenner (1982) Full, sequential Interviewer respondent 18 6 Recorded tape coding,

some transcripts

F – –

Dijkstra et al. (1985)

and Dijkstra (1983)

Full, sequential Interviewer respondent

third person

24 15 Recorded transcript

coding

F Kappa .80

Loosveldt (1985) Full, sequential Interviewer respondent 95 79 Recorded tape coding F – –

Shepherd and Vincent

(1991,”interaction”)

Selective,

exchange level

Interviewer respondent 21 18 Recorded tape coding T – –

Sykes and Collins (1992) Selective,

exchange level

Interviewer respondent 35 19 Recorded tape coding F Percentage,

deviated level

.88

Smit (1995, simplified scheme) Full, sequential Interviewer respondent 10 10 Recorded transcript

coding

F Kappa .72

Hill and Lepkowski (1996) Selective,

exchange level

Interviewer respondent 2 4 Live coding with tape F – –

Dijkstra (1999, 2002) Full, sequential Interviewer respondent

third person

^139 ^60 Recorded transcript

coding

– Kappa .78

Lepkowski, Siu, and Fisher (2000) Selective,

exchange level

Interviewer respondent 14 9 Recorded tape coding F –
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is often used as a criticism of qualitative studies, as Houtkoop-Steenstra (2000) also

notes.

6. Recommendations

The verbal behavior in a standardized interview yields a wealth of information that can be

used for various goals. Because the behavior takes place in structured sequences of

questions and answers, most coding schemes have many common elements.

In Table 13, the coding strategies and schemes that are recommended for different

situations are listed. The choice of the coding strategy depends to an important extent

on the focus and goal of the scheme. In the case of pretesting and monitoring

(relevant parts of) the data collection it is important that quick results are available, in

order to enable efficient processing of adaptations. This behavior coding takes place

prior to or during actual data collection. Therefore schemes appropriate in this initial

phase are limited to selective ones (with fewer than 15 codes) designed for frequency

analysis. However, a scheme with more codes can be chosen when it is efficiently

organized and high reliability scores have proven it to be feasible (e.g., Cannell,

Lawson, and Hausser’s scheme).

Performing behavior coding for evaluation or exploration (of relevant parts) of the data

collection process can take place after actual data collection. In the case of evaluation

quick results are not important, but detailed explanations of causes of problematic

behaviors may not be relevant. Therefore selective coding schemes with a slightly higher

number of codes (i.e., around 20) may be appropriate.

In the case of exploratory analyses of the interaction, detailed information is required,

and full coding schemes with sequential information seem most appropriate. However, for

practical application of such schemes, software like the Sequence Viewer program is

necessary (see Dijkstra 2002).

Table 12. Brenner’s coding scheme

Interviewer behavior codes Respondent behavior codes

Question asked as required Directive probing: R answers adequately
Question asked with
slight change

- based on R’s information R answers Don’t know

Question significantly
altered

- based on I’s inference R’s information is
inadequate

Question completely altered Probing unrelated to task R’s information is
irrelevant

Question asked directively I repeats R’s information R gives feedback
Question omitted by mistake I answers for R R seeks clarification
Card omitted by mistake I clarifies adequately
Adequate probing I gives feedback
I repeats the question I interrupts or closes

Q-A sequence
Leading probing
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Table 13. Recommended coding schemes for specific phase, goal and type of analysis

Focus Type of study Strategy Type of analysis Procedure Examples of schemes

Interviewers Monitoring Selective Frequency Live Cannell, Lawson, and Hausser (1975)
Monitoring Selective Frequency Tape Brick et al. (1997b); Stanley (1996)
Evaluation Selective Frequency Tape Oksenberg, Cannell, and Blixt (1996)
Experiment Selective Frequency Tape Cannell Lawson, and Hausser (1975)

Questions Pretest Selective Frequency Live Presser and Blair (1994)
Pretest Selective Frequency Tape Oksenberg, Cannell, and Kalton

(1991), DeMaio et al. (1993)
Evaluation Selective Sequence (exchange) Tape Lepkowski, Siu, and Fisher

(2000); Morton-Wiliams (1979)
Exploration Selective Sequence (exchange) Tape Schaeffer and Dykema (2004)
Experiment Full Sequence (utterances) Transcript Dijkstra (1999)

Respondents Evaluation Selective Frequency Tape Gallagher (2004)
Interaction Exploration Full Sequence (exchange) Tape Sykes and Collins (1992)

Exploration Full Sequence (utterances) Transcript Dijkstra (1999)
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7. Future Evaluations of Behavior Coding Schemes

In this article we have not empirically established differences between coding schemes.

Forsyth, Rothgeb, and Willis (2004), following Willis et al. (1999), describe three general

approaches to such methods evaluation (i.e., exploratory, confirmatory and reparatory

research).

Exploratory and confirmatory research approaches compare methods with respect to

how well they detect questionnaire problems. Behavior coding schemes can be compared

for the difference (or subsequent confirmation or disconfirmation) in the information

provided by different coding schemes when the same data are coded by different schemes

(see Edwards et al. 2002 for a scheme with two categories that is compared with the

scheme described in Oksenberg, Cannell, and Kalton 1991).

The reparatory approach, which, as Forsyth, Rothgeb, and Willis note, is rarely applied,

compares methods for the effectiveness of suggested improvements. This research

requires split-sample tests of questionnaires revised upon the basis of different coding

schemes. Forsyth et al. (2004) followed this approach in a comparison of different pretest

methods (i.e., expert review, questionnaire appraisal and cognitive interviews).

More research is needed on methods of pretesting the quality of questionnaires (Presser

et al. 2004). As Fowler and Cannell state, “users of survey data lack information about the

quality of the data collection process in general and the quality of the questions in particular.

Behavior coding with its quantitative nature and its demonstrated relationship to key

measures of data quality can provide indicators to readers on both subjects” (Fowler and

Cannell 1996, p. 34).

Furthermore, although analysis of interviewer-respondent interactions will provide

enough information about problems in survey interviews, computer-assisted questionnaire

handling might also be an important element in the interaction. Interviewer-computer

interaction might influence interviewer-respondent interaction and vice versa. This aspect

has been largely ignored in behavior coding research. Schaeffer and Dykema (2004)

anticipated this disturbing factor by including a coding option “CATI-problem” in their

scheme. But, as Lepkowski et al. (1998) argue, behavior coding is not the appropriate

method to study interviewer-computer interactions. In their study they compare behavior

coding with usability evaluation, the latter being a method that can be used to study both

interviewer-computer and interviewer-respondent interaction. Future evaluations of

behavior coding schemes might therefore include such methods.
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